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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to establish that Kenneth E. Boulding, an economist whose work also encompassed many other disciplines, provided a valuable insight within the study of psychology. Boulding observed that while in an economic unit there is a store of financial capital which is necessary for continued existence, also in human nature there is a need for a reserve of psychic capital that is vital for the mental health of the individual and society. Psychic capital does this by providing a link consisting of positive feelings shared between the individual and the larger grouping. Boulding proposed that a coherent body of thoughts, memories and emotions may be shared between individual and collective minds as shared psychic capital. Finally, some present-day examples are given whereby the consequences of a loss of psychic capital have been observed with particular emphasis on collective depression and suicide.
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Introduction

Kenneth E Boulding (1910-1993) was an English-born naturalised American economist who achieved recognition for his concepts of system, homeostasis and isomorphism between economy and social system. He was also active at the practical level in promoting world peace and sustainability. One of his economic concepts of particular interest to those focussed on psychology was that of psychic capital. In economics, capital is traditionally understood to be an accumulation of wealth, but Boulding took this further to see that capital can also be an accumulation of memories of desirable mental states which he called psychic capital. This phenomenon may be transitory in nature because of the ever-present process of entropy. When at the collective level, positive memories and emotions constitute psychic capital, which is an essential element in maintaining the continued existence of a community, particularly under conditions of extreme stress such as war, pandemic or famine. In isomorphism with an economic unit, Boulding observed that an individual requires a store of psychic capital to sustain themself with a reserve of positive mental states which could be memories of pleasure, success, achievement, recognition and tradition. He further added that in the same way, a whole society needs a store of psychic capital to sustain itself and even continue to exist (Boulding, 1950). Positive psychic capital could consist of the awareness, celebration and memory of achievement, which could be scientific,
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Sporting, major projects, material living standard or any one of the activities which go into making communal identity.

The desire to add to psychic capital can be a powerful motivating force amongst political leaders, and in the process of seeking to ensure continued existence, there will be exchanges involving increases or decreases of psychic capital, either through decision, the turn of events or natural entropic process (Boulding, 1950). However, fear, insecurity and terror, memories of failures, disasters, atrocities, or perceived injustices and indignities (as either recipient or perpetrator) can lead to a cumulative depletion of psychic capital, all of which may represent a burden not unlike a collapse-inducing burden of financial debt. Loss of psychic capital and fear of further depletion can thus be a powerful motivating factor to those affected. As Boulding stated, “a society which loses its identity with posterity and which loses its positive image of the future loses also its capacity to deal with present problems, and soon falls apart.” (Boulding, 1966). Thus, as has been noted by Horvath, the mere existence of psychic wealth is a question that poses a challenge for transdisciplinary approaches (Horvath, 2000).

Discussion

Identity

The concept of identity has, for a long-time concerned philosophers, theologians, medical scientists, mathematicians, and social scientists of many subdisciplines without a final consensus ever being achieved. In the approach of psychoanalysis as pioneered by Freud, identity was seen as the basis of the socialisation process by which individuals are moulded, which is reflected by the statement that identification is seen by psychoanalysis as an early expression of an emotional tie with another person (Freud, 1955). To Freud, identification was a developmental process by which a child would perceive themself through interaction with a parent. This theme was developed by the identity theorist Erikson who asserted that a strong sense of identity is a fundamental part of both a successfully functioning individual and for a society thus bringing to light the concept of the collective mental state. He also observed that in a collectivity, the states of confusion, crisis and panic are created by a weak or confused sense of identity. Erikson went on to state that when identity is not well-integrated, strongly negative emotions may emerge, which, in his view, may arouse an irrational hatred of ‘otherness’ (Erikson, 1968).

In more modern times, a conceptualisation of identity proposes a mental state of continuous, internal, subjective awareness (Reber, 1995), which may occur in either an individual or as a group, community or larger collectivity. One can expand further by noting that a robust and well-integrated sense of identity is essential to successful functioning and continued existence (Puri B.K; Laking, 1996). A theory of social identity has been developed by Tajfel et al. (1979) whereby an individual identity has a social dimension based on group membership, in a process which creates in-groups and out-groups, leading to negative thoughts and conflict the connection between collective behaviour and intergroup aggression has been explored by Faturochman (1999).

The contribution of Boulding to the understanding of the concept of identity was in proposing
that psychic capital is in fact the essence of identity, in other words a reserve of good feelings that make survival possible. Moreover, this provides a link between the individual and the collective through the notion of collective identity. There has been much work about collective identity. It may be argued that many novelists and other artists have expressed their feelings of their identity throughout their work. Some prominent examples include the great Spanish writer Cervantes, the romantic poet Adam Mickiewicz who gave rise to a new form to Polish identity, and the writer and political activist Jose Riza, who powerfully formed Philippine identity, particularly after his death. Karl Marx used a form of identity theory when he conceptualised class consciousness, and many political leaders of all ideological positions have attempted to create and exploit collective identity amongst the governed individuals.

Collective identity is a multifaceted concept which exists at a subjective level as morale, esprit de corps, or in-group feelings of affection such as brotherhood or sisterhood and can be based on narrative or legend as seen in indigenous populations. One can visualise collective identity as: a process of collective self-awareness; possession of boundaries; belief in continuity in space and time; the act of being in communication both internally and externally; transacting with the internal and external world with self-awareness; self-appraisal of performance; possessing a feeling of responsibility for actions carried out collectively and individually and holding others responsibility; with the result being successful adaptation and survival (Brewster Smith, 1985). National identity, a political example of collective identity has been studied by anthropologists in the form of "national character". Political scientists have often emphasised the importance of national identity to achieve state stability, especially in post-colonial nation-states. The concepts of national identity and state stability are conceptually analogous to the mind/body relationship, in that a strong sense of national identity is a necessary condition of a state that is facing a threat (Bostock & Smith, 2001). In Boulding’s conceptualisation, identity is based in memory therefore the possession of memories and emotions that can be drawn upon is a requirement of a mental state in a similar way that capital is in an economic context at a collective level as well as an individual level.

Psychic Capital and the Sense of Coherence

The importance of the integration of the sense of identity was underlined by Antonovsky with the development of his concept of the sense of coherence. Furthermore, Antonovsky saw a key role of an individual’s sense of coherence in the maintenance of health. The sense of coherence is defined as a "global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a pervasive, enduring through dynamic feeling of confidence that one’s internal and external environments are predictable and that there is a high probability that things will work out as well as can be reasonably expected." (Antonovsky, 1980).

The concept of sense of coherence is also exhibited at a collective level whenever a sense of group consciousness exists (Antonovsky, 1980), and this embodies Boulding’s psychic capital which has internal integration. Within the sense of coherence, Boulding’s concept of psychic capital has further relevance. Boulding’s psychic capital provides integration to the sense of identity at both the individual level and the collective level, thus securing the "morale, legitimacy and the ‘nerve’ of society" (Boulding, 1966). Furthermore, Eriksson and Lindstrom noted that under conditions of
extreme stress, the sense of coherence can be severely compromised (Eriksson & Lindström, 2006).

Identity Capital

A similar concept to psychic capital that has been proposed is identity capital, as developed by Cote, and which can be distinguished from the concepts of human capital and cultural capital. Cote concluded that identity capital gave an individual, particularly one possessing a “diversified portfolio”, a store of resources enabling the handling of life’s vagaries (Côté, 1996). Psychic capital can thus be said to be an application of identity capital at the collective level.

The Collective Mental State

The existence of consciousness or mental state possessed by a group, crowd, community, nation or other collectivity, that is considered to be over and above the sum of individual consciousnesses, has long been asserted. In his classic work The Crowd, Le Bon (2008) observed that in crowds a collective mind can emerge by a process of contagion. Durkheim (1964) discussed in depth the concept of the collective consciousness and Halbwachs (1992) analysed the concept of the collective memory. Thus, one can refer to the emergence of a collective mental state (Bostock, 2002).

Against these formulations, there has been a long-standing denial that collective mental states exist, on the grounds that a mind requires a brain, and as a collective brain does not exist, a collective mind cannot exist. Therefore, all behaviour must be reduced to the behaviour and actions of individuals. The existence of genuinely collective emotions has been examined by philosophers. For example, Tollefsen argued that groups can be the legitimate bearers of mental states (Tollefsen, 2006), while Szanto has asserted that it is possible for a group of individuals to literally share a single mental unit, which he calls a zombie conception of the group mind (Szanto, 2014). Whilst the existence of an emergent collective mental state has not been definitively established, there remains considerable controversy about the matter. Furthermore, mental state is a term used to refer to the general condition of a mind, and the concept could be extended to refer particularly to mood or mental energy level, taking the form of a free will.

A related topic is whether genuinely collective emotions can exist, or whether shared emotions are simply aggregates. Huebner (2011) considered this question from a philosophical point of view and concluded that genuinely collective emotions can exist, given a certain level of organisation. This controversy is also part of psychiatric discourse. For example, the notion Folie à deux has been recognised since 1877 as an induced psychotic disorder, being a condition passed by contagion between two people such as siblings or spouses. It is difficult to improve upon Le Bon’s description of the mechanism of transmission as contagion, on the analogy of a physical disease. To artists, writers and musicians, it is a familiar process, but in scientific investigation there is reduced understanding. However, in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) (APA, 2013), the Shared Psychotic Disorder (Folie à Deux) is not considered as a separate entity, leaving the diagnostician to classify the secondary patient as “Delusional Disorder” or “Other Specified Schizophrenic Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorder”.
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An interesting example of shared disorder was reported to have occurred in Brazil in a clinic which regularly deals with suicidality (Estellita-Lins et al., 2015). At this clinic, an unusual Christmas tree was installed by a team involved in work that was stressful at that time of year. The Christmas tree was unusual in that it put on display a Santa Claus in an act of suicide, which produced among participants and visitors a collective state of mind. This was such that they felt mutually involved but at the same time calmed, because of recognizing the presence of death at the time of Christmas celebration. It can thus be observed that all types of organizations have a level of psychological health, and the condition of that prevailing at any point is a collective mental state. Some ground-breaking research is currently investigating the neurobiology of interpersonal functioning using neuro-imaging. This approach is investigating the degree of similarity/dissimilarity of neural signals between multiple interacting brains. Using this technique, it will be possible to identify the neural correlates of a collective mental state. Thus, the current work of neuroscientists on the transmission of neuro-signals between individual brains is giving confirmation to the concept that psychic capital can be shared. Moreover, the communication of emotion is the most important process for the purpose of mental health (Ray et al., 2017).

Psychic Capital and Collective Depression

Depression is an example of a mental state, along with elation, paranoia, trauma, or grief, which may affect an individual, group, community, whole nation or any other collectivity. When depression affects a high proportion of the members of a collectivity it is characterized by a prevailing and seemingly permanent sense of inadequacy, despondency, lack of vitality, sadness and hopelessness (Fauziyyah & Ampuni, 2018). While there is on-going debate over the philosophical status of the concept, some modern theorists treat collective depression as an aggregate of states of depressions among individuals. Kesner sees the insufficient grasp of the relationship between individual and collective mental pathologies as one of the major challenges of contemporary psychiatry. Here he highlights the role of public (material) representations in this process and observes that, for example, media amplification of traumatic disaster news generates anxiety symptoms, stress disorders, and other psychopathologies (Kesner, 2018).

There is also growing interest in the concept of mass sociogenic illness where a physical or psychological condition is observed to spread within a group in the absence of a shared organic cause. Collective depression is often found in detained communities, such as ghettos, asylum-seeker camps, concentration camps or other places where all prospects of release are extremely improbable and is recognizable by a high incidence of suicide (Macken, 2019).

Collective Depression and Suicide

Collective depression is present amongst persons deprived of liberty (PDL). In a study of inmates at Palawan Provisional Jail in the Philippines, (Artizona et al., 2019) it was observed that depression was associated with biological factors including a lack of hygiene, financial and physical problems. It was also found that psychological factors including preoccupation emotion, and social factors such...
as family issues, lack of friends, and maltreatment were all associated with higher rates of depression in this sample. Suicidal ideation was also present, and it was reported that three inmates completed suicide. A loss of psychic capital at both the individual and collective level may have been associated with the descriptions of mental state in this example.

In his study of Germany in the closing stages and immediate aftermath of World War II, the historian Huber discussed the town of Demmin, whose pre-war population had been around 15,000. By October 1945, 927 members of the population of Demmin had completed suicide. Expanding his focus to the whole of Germany, Huber identified an epidemic of suicide, where a large but unknown number of civilians had suicided. The associated factors in this population included loss of hope, fear and shame, followed by silence and an acceptance of the commission of atrocities. This, in Huber’s view, became part of the German identity, which may be considered a dramatic depletion of psychic capital (Huber, 2019). A proposed treatment for collective depression is thus the restoration of psychic capital with a positive sense of coherence and an integration of positive beliefs and emotions. Collective depression can also be a state of considerable vulnerability, and strategies that later turn out to be destructive of psychic capital may be clutched at through misplaced belief in the efficacy of radical measures.

Conclusion

Boulding’s significant contribution to psychology was the concept of psychic capital. Just as in an economic unit where a store of capital or positive wealth is necessary for continued existence, Boulding proposed that a store of psychic capital or positive feelings is necessary for the psychological continuity of the individual and for society. By giving a shared sense of coherence to identity, psychic capital provides a vital link between the individual and the collectivity. In this connection, Boulding emphasized that thoughts and emotions can be shared between individual minds and collective minds through shared psychic capital. Here the concept of psychic capital is relevant as it represents the accumulation of material transmitted by a process of contagion. Lastly, some examples are given where consequences of loss of psychic capital are observed, specifically collective depression and epidemical suicide. In conclusion, it could be said that Boulding’s concept of psychic capital is a striking example of the value of a transdisciplinary approach in the quest for survival.
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